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Active Listening
GRADE 10, LESSON 16
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CharacterDare
(5-7 minutes)

Exit Intentionally
(1 minute)

Objectives:
• Students will reflect on their own 

character and identify ways they 
could improve it.

• Students will be able to demonstrate 
the Active Listening skills of asking 
clarifying questions and using the 
Click On strategy.

• Students will be able to successfully 
keep someone talking for at least 
five minutes.

Materials:
• Image: CharacterDare Image Set
• Image: Click On Strategy Prompt

CharacterDare (5-7 minutes):
• *Project Image: Previous CharacterDare.* 

• Review the previous CharacterDare. In partnerships or small groups, 
have students discuss the previous Dare using the Truth or Dare 
format. 

• *Project Image: Truth or Dare.*
 Є Truth: “What do you think about our most recent Dare?”

 Є Do you like or dislike the Dare? Why?
 Є What was most difficult when considering this Dare?
 Є What do you think would happen if more people did 

this CharacterDare?
 Є Dare: “Reflect on your experience with our most recent 

Activity
(15-17 minutes)

Dare.”
 Є What did you learn about yourself 

in attempting this CharacterDare?
 Є What did you learn about others in 

attempting this CharacterDare? 

• Ask for volunteers or randomly select some 
students to share their Truth or Dare reflections. 
Encourage them when appropriate and take 
advantage of any teachable moments, especially 
when a student shares a struggle. Remind your 
students that it is not about being perfect or 
completing every Dare. This process is about 
striving to improve our character with intentional 
practice. For some people, the challenge is simply in 
thinking about the CharacterDare and discussing it. 

Discussion
(3-5 minutes)
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• *Project Image: Current CharacterDare.* 

• Introduce the current CharacterDare. Answer and clarify any questions about the Dare. 
Encourage students to modify the CharacterDare if it does not seem to specifically fit 
your school situation. If necessary, talk about ways you could increase or decrease the 
challenge of the CharacterDare.

Activity - Click On (15-17 minutes):
• Say, “Today you are going to have the opportunity to practice an extremely important 

relationship skill. The skill is an Active Listening technique called the ‘Click On 
Strategy.’” 

• Say, “One of the best pieces of advice that someone could receive that will help in any 
social setting is, ‘Don’t worry about being interesting, just practice being interested. 
Works like a charm every time’ from James Hunter.” 

• Say, “There are two techniques of Active Listening that you are going to work on today. 
The first technique is to use the Active Listening skill of asking clarifying questions to 
keep the person talking. You will learn to ask better questions by practicing. Just as a 
person becomes an expert at anything, you can become an expert on asking questions 
to learn more about someone or to get to the root of what they really want to talk 
about. Remember, just be interested!” 

• Say, “The second technique is to pay attention to what the other person is saying and, 
as they share different pieces of information with you, constantly be thinking about 
things you could ‘Click On’ to in your brain, just as you would if you were using a 
computer to do research on a website. The things you Click On could come from either 
verbal or nonverbal communication. When we are constantly thinking about what we 
could Click On to come back to later, it helps us to focus on what is being said and gets 
the noise that is going on in our heads out of the way. Examples of things you might 
‘Click On’ to could be:

 Є They share something that they are really excited about like a vacation that 
they recently went on that was a lot of fun.

 Є Click On to that excitement.
 Є They share about something difficult that they recently dealt with like the 

loss of a family member. 
 Є Click On to that sad moment.

 Є They share about an argument that they had with a close friend and it is still 
bothering them.

 Є Click On to that frustration.” 
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• Ask, “What are the two techniques we are going to be focusing on today?”
 Є Answer: Asking clarifying questions and using the Click On strategy. 

• Explain, “Please find a partner and move your chairs or desks so that you are facing 
each other in the classroom. Decide who is going to be Parter A and who is going to be 
Partner One.” 

• Explain, “I am going to read a question then Partner A will repeat the question and 
practice being interested while Partner One responds. After Partner One responds, 
Partner A should ask a clarifying question to keep Partner One talking. As the listener, 
your job is to dig deeper, ask your partner to explain, ask them why—simply be 
interested until I tell you to stop.” 

• Say, “The thing to remember is that, while you are asking questions and actively 
listening during this activity, you want to be Clicking On to things in your head that your 
partner is saying. When I tell you to stop, you are going to use a very specific prompt to 
show that you have used the Click On strategy.” 

• Explain, “The line you are going to use is, ‘Earlier in the conversation I heard you talk 
about ________. Can you tell me more about that?’” 

• *Project Image: Click On Strategy Prompt* 

• Say, “Your challenge will be to keep your partner talking for at least 5 minutes. I will 
give you a question to start.  Partner A will restate the question and begin to actively 
listen by asking clarifying questions and, when I stop you at the end of the time, using 
the Click On strategy from the prompt on the screen to ask another question based off 
of something that you have heard earlier in the conversation.” 

• Ask, “What is something that you are proud of and why?”
 Є After five minutes, tell the partners to stop and allow Partner A to Click On 

and ask a question. 
 Є Inform students that it is not necessary to answer the question, as you will 

be switching roles.  

• Say, “We are now going to be switching roles and Partner One will be the partner asking 
the question I provide and then asking clarifying questions. In the end, Partner One will 
use the Click On strategy when I say ‘stop.’” 

• Ask, “Your question is, ‘What is the nicest thing anyone has ever done for you and why 
did you pick what you did?’”

 Є After five minutes tell the partners to stop and allow Partner A to Click On 
and ask a question.  
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Exit Intentionally (1 minute):
• Say, “As the character Morrie Schwartz says in the book Tuesdays With Morrie, ‘I 

believe in being fully present. That means you should be with the person you’re with.’” 

• Say, “For the next 24 hours I challenge you to be fully present with the people you 
interact with. Remove distractions like technology and seek to really try to hear what 
they are saying and use the Click On strategy to stay focused on what they are saying.”

Discussion (3-5 minutes):
• Ask, “Overall, how was this activity for you?” 

• Ask, “Could you see the Click On strategy, which is meant to help you focus on what the 
other person is saying by being more present in the conversation, working in your day 
to day life? Why or Why Not?” 

• Say, “The Click On strategy can also be a great strategy for keeping interested during a 
teacher’s presentation or lecture.”

 Є Inform students that it is not necessary to answer the question. The 
question is for practice. 

• Say, “Be sure to thank your partner for going through this Active Listening activity with 
you by shaking hands, giving a high-five, or whatever appropriate way you would like to 
say thanks. Head back to your original seat.”










